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Project Description 

The main aim of this project is to develop a system to predict if a given news article is 

hyperpartisan (especially left-wing or especially right-wing). 

Google searches for the term “fake news” increased by over 300% in November 2016, during the time which 

the United States Presidential elections were taking place (Google Trends). Popularised by then presidential 

candidate Donald Trump, the term is now almost ubiquitous, and describes social media posts or news 

articles designed to spread disinformation (Wendling 2018). The ease at which these falsehoods can spread 

can have a substantial impact in democracies, especially around election periods. (Bakir and McStay 2018) 

suggests that ‘fake news’ produces uninformed citizens, that stay uninformed due to the echo-chamber (only 

encountering opinions that coincide with your own) effect of social media. Citizens may also become 

“emotionally antagonised or outraged” as much of the falsehoods produced are designed to be provocative in 

order to be effective.   

Research by (Silverman et al. 2016) categorised articles published to Facebook from selected mainstream, left-

wing and right-wing publishers, into the categories; mostly true, mostly false or a mix or both.  

 

Publisher type 

(articles 

analysed) 

Mostly True Mostly False Mix Combined Mix 

and Mostly 

False 

Mainstream (826) 97.6% 0% 0.969% 0.969% 

Left-wing (256) 71.1% 5.86% 19.9% 25.8% 

Right-wing (545) 50.6% 13.2% 8.07% 21.3% 

Fig 1. Summary of categorisation. Excludes articles with “no factual claim or content” (Silverman et al. 2016) 

 

The results showed that, although the majority of articles from all publisher types were categorised mostly 

true, articles from mainstream publishers were far more reliable (97%+) at being mostly true. At least a fifth of 

articles from right-wing publishers contained some falsehoods, as with a quarter of articles from left-wing 

publishers. Comparatively, less than 1% of articles from mainstream publishers contained any falsehoods and 

none were found to be mostly false.  
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There are three different possible ways of identifying fake news; knowledge based detection, context based or 

style based detection (Potthast et al. 2017). Knowledge based detection essentially compares statements in 

the article to factual knowledge, checking for inconsistencies. Context based detection seeks to analyse how 

fake news spreads on social networks in order to create algorithms to counter the spread. Style based 

detection works by analysing articles known to contain false information to see if they have any overlap in 

writing style. New articles can then be compared to known fake news writing styles to see if they may also 

contain false information.  

 

In the paper A Stylometric Inquiry into Hyperpartisan and Fake News (Potthast et al. 2017), a series of 

experiments are performed using style based detection to identify if there are common style features between 

fake and real news, and also between left-wing and right-wing articles. Using unmasking, a process where the 

features that best distinguish between two articles are iteratively removed, to see the speed at which cross-

validation accuracy decelerates (Koppel et al. 2007).  When unmasking was applied to left-wing and right-wing 

articles cross-validation accuracy decreased rapidly, meaning that the style of the two types of articles are very 

similar.  

 

Fig. 2. Unmasking applied to pairs of political orientations. The quicker a curve decreases, the more similar the respective 

styles are. (Potthast et al. 2017) 

 

Given the similarity in style between left-wing and right-wing articles, we can combine the two types into the 

catchall term, ‘hyperpartisan’. Hyperpartisan articles were shown to contain a far higher rate of falsehoods 

compared to mainstream ones, therefore if a classifier can be made to detect if an article is hyperpartisan, it 

would be a useful tool in combatting fake news. As part of SemEval-2019, an International Workshop on 

Semantic Evaluation, a contest was held where teams tried to produce the most effective classifier at detecting  
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hyperpartisan articles (Kiesel et al. 2019). A dataset of manually labelled articles were given to participants to 

train a their classifiers.  

 

Fig. 3 - A hyperpartisan article from the dataset 

 

Fig. 4 - A non-hyperpartisan article from the dataset 
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Aims and Objectives 

The aim of this project is to produce an effective categorisation system that takes text from a news article as 

an input and outputs a binary number, based on if the news article is categorised as hyperpartisan or not. 

Through creating a classification system for hyperpartisan news, I should also be able to identify key features 

that hyperpartisan news articles share amongst them. As discussed previously, hyperpartisan articles are far 

more likely to contain false information, so the ability to identify where articles are hyperpartisan will provide 

a useful tool in combatting the spread of fake news.  

Over the course of this project, these are the objectives I aim to achieve:  

• To be able to understand the different machine learning methods for text categorisation 

• To identify which machine learning method(s) will work best for hyperpartisan news detection 

o Use findings from contest entries in (Kiesel et al. 2019) as a guide for what can be effective 

• To implement the machine learning system in Python 

o To be able to understand and use different machine learning libraries in Python, specifically 

scikit-learn 

• To create a classification system that can take a news article as an input and output if the article is 

predicted to be hyperpartisan or not 

• To identify which features best discern hyperpartisan news articles from mainstream news articles 

o  To produce a categorisation system that detects hyperpartisan news with the best possible 

accuracy, precision and recall 
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Work Plan 

There are several tasks that are required to complete this project, listed below. On the next page is a Gantt 

chart showing the expected completion dates. The project deadline is 7th May, and the aim of this time plan is 

to give a week at the end of the project for proof reading and final improvements. 

Tasks 

• Produce initial report describing the project and its aims. 

• Begin to research machine learning algorithms and methods for text classification. 

o Using the research by (Kiesel et al. 2019), see how the teams completed their submissions and 

which machine learning techniques they used. 

• Experiment with machine learning libraries in Python and try implementing different models 

o Follow tutorials for scikit-learn to strengthen knowledge of this library 

• Create a classification system in python that takes a news article as input and categorizes it as 

hyperpartisan or not 

§ Implement Python script to take input from news article and identify if it contains certain key 

features 

§ Create / train a classifier to identify if an article is hyperpartisan from the features it contains 

• Test the classification system and, as necessary, improve to produce the best possible accuracy, recall 

and precision. 

o Record performance data from experiments for discussion in final report 

• Produce final system that is ready for demonstration at the Project Viva 

• Write the final report, including the following sections: 

§ Introduction  

§ Background 

§ Approach 

§ Implementation 

§ Results and Evaluation 

§ Future Work 

§ Conclusions 

§ Reflection on Learning 
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Gantt Chart 

 Fig.5 Gantt chart showing project timings. Also available separately.   
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Milestones 

Below is a list of key milestones in the project, and the dates that I expect them to be met. Meeting these 

milestones on time will be a key indicator that the project is running to time.  

Milestone Date 

Submit Initial Report Beginning Week 2 

Finish researching and experimenting with machine learning libraries End Week 3 

Supervisor Review Meeting Week 5 

Begin testing classification system and collecting experiment data Week 8 

Supervisor Review Meeting Week 8 

Have final system ready Mid-Easter Holidays 

Supervisor Review Meeting Week 9 

Finish writing final report End Week 10 

Submit Project Week 12 
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